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Professor Madabusi Santanam Professor Madabusi Santanam Professor Madabusi Santanam Professor Madabusi Santanam Raghunathan has made fundamental contributions to the Raghunathan has made fundamental contributions to the Raghunathan has made fundamental contributions to the Raghunathan has made fundamental contributions to the 

understanding of discrete subgroups of Lie groups, both from geometrical and arithmetical points of view.  understanding of discrete subgroups of Lie groups, both from geometrical and arithmetical points of view.  understanding of discrete subgroups of Lie groups, both from geometrical and arithmetical points of view.  understanding of discrete subgroups of Lie groups, both from geometrical and arithmetical points of view.  

His work on various aspects such as rigidity, reduction theory, finite generation and arithmetiHis work on various aspects such as rigidity, reduction theory, finite generation and arithmetiHis work on various aspects such as rigidity, reduction theory, finite generation and arithmetiHis work on various aspects such as rigidity, reduction theory, finite generation and arithmeticity of city of city of city of 

lattices in semisimple Lie groups received much acclaim. He is also known for the significant advance on lattices in semisimple Lie groups received much acclaim. He is also known for the significant advance on lattices in semisimple Lie groups received much acclaim. He is also known for the significant advance on lattices in semisimple Lie groups received much acclaim. He is also known for the significant advance on 

Serre’s conjecture on the congruence subgroup problem, and for his generalizations of Quillen’s solution of Serre’s conjecture on the congruence subgroup problem, and for his generalizations of Quillen’s solution of Serre’s conjecture on the congruence subgroup problem, and for his generalizations of Quillen’s solution of Serre’s conjecture on the congruence subgroup problem, and for his generalizations of Quillen’s solution of 

Serre’s problem on vector bundles oSerre’s problem on vector bundles oSerre’s problem on vector bundles oSerre’s problem on vector bundles on affine spaces.  His formulation of a conjecture, known after him, on n affine spaces.  His formulation of a conjecture, known after him, on n affine spaces.  His formulation of a conjecture, known after him, on n affine spaces.  His formulation of a conjecture, known after him, on 

the dynamics of certain flows on homogeneous spaces has been very influentialthe dynamics of certain flows on homogeneous spaces has been very influentialthe dynamics of certain flows on homogeneous spaces has been very influentialthe dynamics of certain flows on homogeneous spaces has been very influential....    

Professor Raghunathan has had a huge impact on the mathematical developments in the country, Professor Raghunathan has had a huge impact on the mathematical developments in the country, Professor Raghunathan has had a huge impact on the mathematical developments in the country, Professor Raghunathan has had a huge impact on the mathematical developments in the country, 

especially inespecially inespecially inespecially in his role as  his role as  his role as  his role as the the the the Chairman of the National Board for Higher MathematicsChairman of the National Board for Higher MathematicsChairman of the National Board for Higher MathematicsChairman of the National Board for Higher Mathematics.... He was  He was  He was  He was 

instrumental in instrumental in instrumental in instrumental in nucleating nucleating nucleating nucleating the International Mathematical Olympiad the International Mathematical Olympiad the International Mathematical Olympiad the International Mathematical Olympiad in in in in 1996 and the International 1996 and the International 1996 and the International 1996 and the International 

Congress of Mathematicians held in IndiaCongress of Mathematicians held in IndiaCongress of Mathematicians held in IndiaCongress of Mathematicians held in India in 2010 in 2010 in 2010 in 2010.... He also He also He also He also currently heads the Na currently heads the Na currently heads the Na currently heads the National Centre for tional Centre for tional Centre for tional Centre for 

Mathematics (aMathematics (aMathematics (aMathematics (a joint initiative of  joint initiative of  joint initiative of  joint initiative of the the the the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research and Tata Institute of Fundamental Research and Tata Institute of Fundamental Research and Tata Institute of Fundamental Research and  the  the  the  the Indian Institute of Indian Institute of Indian Institute of Indian Institute of 

Technology, Technology, Technology, Technology, Bombay)Bombay)Bombay)Bombay) at Mumbai at Mumbai at Mumbai at Mumbai....    

He is a recipient of numerous honours, which include the Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar PrizeHe is a recipient of numerous honours, which include the Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar PrizeHe is a recipient of numerous honours, which include the Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar PrizeHe is a recipient of numerous honours, which include the Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar Prize in 1978 in 1978 in 1978 in 1978, , , , 

the the the the Srinivasa Ramanujan MedalSrinivasa Ramanujan MedalSrinivasa Ramanujan MedalSrinivasa Ramanujan Medal in 1991 in 1991 in 1991 in 1991 and the Mathematical Sciences Prize of and the Mathematical Sciences Prize of and the Mathematical Sciences Prize of and the Mathematical Sciences Prize of the Academy of Sciences  the Academy of Sciences  the Academy of Sciences  the Academy of Sciences 

for the Developing World in 1991for the Developing World in 1991for the Developing World in 1991for the Developing World in 1991. . . .  A A A A Fellow of all the three National Academies of Sciences in India and  Fellow of all the three National Academies of Sciences in India and  Fellow of all the three National Academies of Sciences in India and  Fellow of all the three National Academies of Sciences in India and 

that of the Academy of Sciences for the Developing  Wothat of the Academy of Sciences for the Developing  Wothat of the Academy of Sciences for the Developing  Wothat of the Academy of Sciences for the Developing  World , he was elected rld , he was elected rld , he was elected rld , he was elected a a a a Fellow of theFellow of theFellow of theFellow of the Royal Society,  Royal Society,  Royal Society,  Royal Society, 

LondonLondonLondonLondon in 2000. He was conferred the Padma Shri in 2001 and  in 2000. He was conferred the Padma Shri in 2001 and  in 2000. He was conferred the Padma Shri in 2001 and  in 2000. He was conferred the Padma Shri in 2001 and the the the the Padma Bhushan in 2012.Padma Bhushan in 2012.Padma Bhushan in 2012.Padma Bhushan in 2012.    
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                        An Emeritus Professor of History at the Jawaharlal Nehru University and an alumna of the An Emeritus Professor of History at the Jawaharlal Nehru University and an alumna of the An Emeritus Professor of History at the Jawaharlal Nehru University and an alumna of the An Emeritus Professor of History at the Jawaharlal Nehru University and an alumna of the 

Panjab University, Professor Romila Thapar is an internationally acclaimed scholar. She has broken new Panjab University, Professor Romila Thapar is an internationally acclaimed scholar. She has broken new Panjab University, Professor Romila Thapar is an internationally acclaimed scholar. She has broken new Panjab University, Professor Romila Thapar is an internationally acclaimed scholar. She has broken new 

ground on important issues ofground on important issues ofground on important issues ofground on important issues of history and culture, having deep impact on contemporary academia. history and culture, having deep impact on contemporary academia. history and culture, having deep impact on contemporary academia. history and culture, having deep impact on contemporary academia.    

         Some of Professor Thapar’s major works include Asoka and the Decline of the Mauryas, Ancient      Some of Professor Thapar’s major works include Asoka and the Decline of the Mauryas, Ancient      Some of Professor Thapar’s major works include Asoka and the Decline of the Mauryas, Ancient      Some of Professor Thapar’s major works include Asoka and the Decline of the Mauryas, Ancient 

Indian Social History: Some Interpretations, Recent Perspectives of Early Indian History, Indian Social History: Some Interpretations, Recent Perspectives of Early Indian History, Indian Social History: Some Interpretations, Recent Perspectives of Early Indian History, Indian Social History: Some Interpretations, Recent Perspectives of Early Indian History, A History of A History of A History of A History of 

India, Early India From Lineage to State: Social Formations of the MidIndia, Early India From Lineage to State: Social Formations of the MidIndia, Early India From Lineage to State: Social Formations of the MidIndia, Early India From Lineage to State: Social Formations of the Mid----First Millennium B.C in the Ganges First Millennium B.C in the Ganges First Millennium B.C in the Ganges First Millennium B.C in the Ganges 

Valley  and Communalism and Writing of Indian History.  Professor Thapar’s historical work portrays the Valley  and Communalism and Writing of Indian History.  Professor Thapar’s historical work portrays the Valley  and Communalism and Writing of Indian History.  Professor Thapar’s historical work portrays the Valley  and Communalism and Writing of Indian History.  Professor Thapar’s historical work portrays the 

origins of Hinduism as an evolvinorigins of Hinduism as an evolvinorigins of Hinduism as an evolvinorigins of Hinduism as an evolving interplay between social forces.g interplay between social forces.g interplay between social forces.g interplay between social forces.    

                  Professor Thapar is an Honorary Fellow at the Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford and                   Professor Thapar is an Honorary Fellow at the Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford and                   Professor Thapar is an Honorary Fellow at the Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford and                   Professor Thapar is an Honorary Fellow at the Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford and at at at at the School the School the School the School 

of Oriental and African Studies, University of London. Besides several other academic honours, she is the of Oriental and African Studies, University of London. Besides several other academic honours, she is the of Oriental and African Studies, University of London. Besides several other academic honours, she is the of Oriental and African Studies, University of London. Besides several other academic honours, she is the 

recipirecipirecipirecipient ent ent ent of the prestigious Kluge Prize in 2008of the prestigious Kluge Prize in 2008of the prestigious Kluge Prize in 2008of the prestigious Kluge Prize in 2008.  She was elected General President .  She was elected General President .  She was elected General President .  She was elected General President of the Indian History of the Indian History of the Indian History of the Indian History 

Congress  in 1983Congress  in 1983Congress  in 1983Congress  in 1983 and a Foreign Member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences  and a Foreign Member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences  and a Foreign Member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences  and a Foreign Member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences  in 2009 in 2009 in 2009 in 2009....    

           An eminent academician, Professor        An eminent academician, Professor        An eminent academician, Professor        An eminent academician, Professor Romila Romila Romila Romila Thapar has Thapar has Thapar has Thapar has bbbbeen deeplyeen deeplyeen deeplyeen deeply    concerned concerned concerned concerned withwithwithwith the the the the writing  writing  writing  writing 

and teaching of History. A critic of chauvinist and parochial approaches, she has stood for secularism.and teaching of History. A critic of chauvinist and parochial approaches, she has stood for secularism.and teaching of History. A critic of chauvinist and parochial approaches, she has stood for secularism.and teaching of History. A critic of chauvinist and parochial approaches, she has stood for secularism.    
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             Professor Ashoke Sen has made some of the              Professor Ashoke Sen has made some of the              Professor Ashoke Sen has made some of the              Professor Ashoke Sen has made some of the most important contributions to most important contributions to most important contributions to most important contributions to theoretical physics theoretical physics theoretical physics theoretical physics 

in the last several decades.  His 1994 work in quantum field theory convinced physicists of the existence in the last several decades.  His 1994 work in quantum field theory convinced physicists of the existence in the last several decades.  His 1994 work in quantum field theory convinced physicists of the existence in the last several decades.  His 1994 work in quantum field theory convinced physicists of the existence 

of a remarkable equivalence betweenof a remarkable equivalence betweenof a remarkable equivalence betweenof a remarkable equivalence between the strongly the strongly the strongly the strongly----coupled and coupled and coupled and coupled and the weaklythe weaklythe weaklythe weakly----coupled theories, known as coupled theories, known as coupled theories, known as coupled theories, known as 

the the the the SSSS----duality. This seminal papduality. This seminal papduality. This seminal papduality. This seminal paper sparked off worldwide interest in the subject and many more such er sparked off worldwide interest in the subject and many more such er sparked off worldwide interest in the subject and many more such er sparked off worldwide interest in the subject and many more such 

dualities were soon uncovered, several of them by Sen himself.  These developments have opened the dualities were soon uncovered, several of them by Sen himself.  These developments have opened the dualities were soon uncovered, several of them by Sen himself.  These developments have opened the dualities were soon uncovered, several of them by Sen himself.  These developments have opened the 

path to the realization that all string theories are different limits of the same underlypath to the realization that all string theories are different limits of the same underlypath to the realization that all string theories are different limits of the same underlypath to the realization that all string theories are different limits of the same underlying theory. ing theory. ing theory. ing theory.     

Professor Ashoke Professor Ashoke Professor Ashoke Professor Ashoke Sen’s rSen’s rSen’s rSen’s research on the dynamics of the Tesearch on the dynamics of the Tesearch on the dynamics of the Tesearch on the dynamics of the Tachyon in string theory has sparked off achyon in string theory has sparked off achyon in string theory has sparked off achyon in string theory has sparked off 

an entire area oan entire area oan entire area oan entire area of ‘Tachyon Cf ‘Tachyon Cf ‘Tachyon Cf ‘Tachyon Cosmologyosmologyosmologyosmology’’’’. . . .     He has obtained key insights into the nature of black holes and He has obtained key insights into the nature of black holes and He has obtained key insights into the nature of black holes and He has obtained key insights into the nature of black holes and 

the origin of their entropy and has been rethe origin of their entropy and has been rethe origin of their entropy and has been rethe origin of their entropy and has been responsible for important developments in understanding the sponsible for important developments in understanding the sponsible for important developments in understanding the sponsible for important developments in understanding the 

structure of string field theory. His research spans many other aspects of quantum field theory, structure of string field theory. His research spans many other aspects of quantum field theory, structure of string field theory. His research spans many other aspects of quantum field theory, structure of string field theory. His research spans many other aspects of quantum field theory, 

gravitation and string theory. Professor Sen is also known as an inspiring and patient teacher.gravitation and string theory. Professor Sen is also known as an inspiring and patient teacher.gravitation and string theory. Professor Sen is also known as an inspiring and patient teacher.gravitation and string theory. Professor Sen is also known as an inspiring and patient teacher.    

                            He has received numerous         He has received numerous         He has received numerous         He has received numerous honours including the honours including the honours including the honours including the Yukowa PrizeYukowa PrizeYukowa PrizeYukowa Prize of the International Centre for  of the International Centre for  of the International Centre for  of the International Centre for 

Theoretical  Physics Theoretical  Physics Theoretical  Physics Theoretical  Physics in 1989, in 1989, in 1989, in 1989,  the Shanti Swarup  the Shanti Swarup  the Shanti Swarup  the Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar Prize in 1994, the Bhatnagar Prize in 1994, the Bhatnagar Prize in 1994, the Bhatnagar Prize in 1994, the Academy of Sciences for Academy of Sciences for Academy of Sciences for Academy of Sciences for 

the Developing World the Developing World the Developing World the Developing World  Prize in 1997, the Padma Shri in Prize in 1997, the Padma Shri in Prize in 1997, the Padma Shri in Prize in 1997, the Padma Shri in 2001, the Infosys Science Prize in 2009, the  2001, the Infosys Science Prize in 2009, the  2001, the Infosys Science Prize in 2009, the  2001, the Infosys Science Prize in 2009, the 

Fundamental Physics Prize in 2012 and the Padma Bhushan in 2013.  Fundamental Physics Prize in 2012 and the Padma Bhushan in 2013.  Fundamental Physics Prize in 2012 and the Padma Bhushan in 2013.  Fundamental Physics Prize in 2012 and the Padma Bhushan in 2013.  AAAA Fellow of all the three National  Fellow of all the three National  Fellow of all the three National  Fellow of all the three National 

Science Academies in India and that of Science Academies in India and that of Science Academies in India and that of Science Academies in India and that of the Academy of Sciences for the Developing Worldthe Academy of Sciences for the Developing Worldthe Academy of Sciences for the Developing Worldthe Academy of Sciences for the Developing World, he was also , he was also , he was also , he was also 

elected elected elected elected a Fellow of the Royal Society, London in 1998.a Fellow of the Royal Society, London in 1998.a Fellow of the Royal Society, London in 1998.a Fellow of the Royal Society, London in 1998.    
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